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The temperature dependence of magnetization in Pr6Ni2Si3 and Pr5Ni2Si3 compounds has been studied
with the objective of providing a theoretical understanding of the behavior of the magnetic properties of the
material. The ternary Pr–Ni–Si system contains the homologous series of compounds
R(n+2)(n+1)Nin(n−1)+2Sin(n+1), where R is a rare earth element which provides a range of materials with
different but related structures. The crystal structures and unit cells of Pr6Ni2Si3 (n=2) and Pr5Ni2Si3 (n=3)
compounds are closely related consisting of an overall hexagonal structure comprising trigonal columns of
atoms, in which the only difference is in the size of the triangular base of the column which depends directly
on the chemical composition, specifically the index n. The calculations were based on a nearest neighbor
exchange interaction approximation under two kinds of conditions: collinear and noncollinear magnetic
structures. The results of these calculations show the Curie temperature, but do not yet predict quantitatively
the spin reorientation transition at lower temperatures.
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The temperature dependence of magnetization in Pr6Ni2Si3 and Pr5Ni2Si3 compounds has been
studied with the objective of providing a theoretical understanding of the behavior of the magnetic
properties of the material. The ternary Pr–Ni–Si system contains the homologous series of
compounds Rn+2n+1Ninn−1+2Sinn+1, where R is a rare earth element which provides a range of
materials with different but related structures. The crystal structures and unit cells of Pr6Ni2Si3
n=2 and Pr5Ni2Si3 n=3 compounds are closely related consisting of an overall hexagonal
structure comprising trigonal columns of atoms, in which the only difference is in the size of the
triangular base of the column which depends directly on the chemical composition, specifically the
index n. The calculations were based on a nearest neighbor exchange interaction approximation
under two kinds of conditions: collinear and noncollinear magnetic structures. The results of these
calculations show the Curie temperature, but do not yet predict quantitatively the spin reorientation
transition at lower temperatures. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2388043
I. INTRODUCTION
A “model system” in materials science needs to satisfy at
least three conditions: 1 the system must be simple enough
that there are only a few dominant factors which influence
the physical property to be studied or predicted, 2 the fac-
tors such as composition, crystal structure, temperature,
pressure, or exchange interaction that are ultimately respon-
sible for the physical phenomena can be controlled in a well
defined way so that their effects can be studied indepen-
dently, and 3 the predictions obtained from the model sys-
tem should be testable. To be useful the results should be
applicable to other related cases. In this respect the Pr–Ni–Si
alloy system can serve as a model system for the study of
structure/property relationships in magnetic materials.
The ternary Pr–Ni–Si alloy system is one member of a
more general system of alloys and compounds which form a
homologous series of the type Rn+2n+1Ninn−1+2Sinn+1,
where R is a rare earth element. Pr–Ni–Si provides a range of
materials with different structures as described by Rogl.1
Overall the alloy system exhibits a hexagonal crystal struc-
ture formed of subassemblies of trigonal prismatic columns.
The number of smaller triangular arrays that fits along each
side to form the basal plane of the larger trigonal prism of the
unit cell is determined by the value of n in the chemical
formula. Identifiable compounds “Pr6Ni2Si3” n=2,
“Pr5Ni2Si3” n=3, and “Pr15Ni7Si10” n=4 have been pre-
pared and are members of this series.
The trigonal prisms containing the local arrays of Pr at-
oms can be considered as “magnetic clusters.” The size of
these clusters can be controlled by selection of the chemical
composition. As the chemical composition changes and
hence the size of the magnetic clusters changes, the number
of nearest neighbors and hence the exchange interactions
for each Pr atom site also changes systematically. Therefore
the physical properties vary systematically from one member
of the series to the next.
Experimental results on the magnetic properties of
Pr5Ni2Si3 and Pr15Ni7Si10 polycrystalline samples and a
Pr5Ni2Si3 single crystal sample have recently been
reported.2–6 Each compound showed two magnetic phase
transitions: a magnetic order/disorder transition at a higher
temperature 41 K for Pr5Ni2Si3, and 58 K for Pr15Ni7Si10
and another transition, which exhibits the characteristics of
spin reorientation transition, at a lower temperature 25 K for
Pr5Ni2Si3 and 31 K for Pr15Ni7Si10.
The present paper reports on the theoretical investigation
to attempt to explain the temperature dependent magnetiza-
tion of Pr6Ni2Si3 n=2 and Pr5Ni2Si3 n=3 compounds.
The calculations are based on a nearest neighbor exchange
interaction approximation under two kinds of conditions:
collinear and noncollinear magnetic structures. The crystal
structures and unit cells of Pr6Ni2Si3 and Pr5Ni2Si3 com-
pounds are shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively.
II. THEORETICAL BASIS FOR MODEL CALCULATIONS
In order to calculate the expected variation of magneti-
zation with temperature M vs T in Pr–Ni–Si single crystal,
the exchange interaction energy for each atomic site was
determined using a nearest neighbor exchange interaction ap-
proximation. For this calculation, the following were as-
sumed:
1 Only the Pr atoms have a magnetic moment and there-
fore only these atoms contribute to magnetization.
2 The magnetic moment per Pr atom is 3.58B.aElectronic mail: jilesd@cf.ac.uk
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3 The exchange interaction exists only between the nearest
neighbors, which is expressed in terms of the exchange
energy according to the following equation:
Eex = − 2JNN
i,j
JiJj , 1
where JNN is the exchange interaction coefficient between
nearest neighbors and Ji and Jj are the total angular momen-
tum at the ith and jth sites, respectively.
A. Pr6Ni2Si3
For the purposes of calculation the arrangement of Pr
atoms in the crystal structure was transformed into an or-
thogonal coordinate system as shown in Fig. 2a, from
which the distances between various Pr atom pairs were cal-
culated. The results show that the distances vary between the
different types of Pr atom pairs. The Pr atoms less than
0.5 nm apart were selected as “nearest neighbors” for the
purposes of these calculations. The specific atomic position
and the distances of nearest neighbors from each type of Pr
atom are shown in Table I. The Pr atoms in the triangular
base plane of the columnar structure of Pr6Ni2Si3 compound
can be classified into two groups depending on the number
of nearest neighbors that they have among Pr atoms. It can
be shown that Pr atoms along the edges of the triangular
plane have ten nearest neighbors and those at the corners of
the triangular plane have 12 nearest neighbors. The arrange-
ment of Pr atoms in the base plane of the Pr6Ni2Si3 com-
pound is shown in Fig. 2b. The three-dimensional arrange-
ment of nearest neighbor Pr atoms is shown in Fig. 3 for a
“edge” and b “corner” atoms.
The average exchange interaction energy between near-
est neighbors was calculated based on the experimentally
measured Curie temperature TC=40 K,7
Eex
triangle
= 3JNN 
i,j
edge atom
JiJj + 3JNN 
i,j
corner atom
JiJj , 2
where Eex
triangle is the total exchange energy for each triangular
base plane in the unit cell, such as the one shown in Fig.
2b. This energy corresponds to 18kBTC, the thermal energy
that six Pr atoms in the triangular base plane have at the
Curie temperature in order to cause the transition from a
ferromagnetic to a paramagnetic state 6 Pr atoms3kBTC.
FIG. 2. Color online a The projection of Pr atoms on the base plane in
the crystal structure of Pr6Ni2Si3 compound. The solid and open circles
indicate the Pr atoms in successive planes, above and below, the distance
between which is half of the unit cell’s height along the c axis, respectively.
b Diagram of the trigonal base plane in Pr6Ni2Si3 showing two types of Pr
atoms—green and blue circles indicate “corner” and “edge” atoms,
respectively.
FIG. 1. Color online Crystal structure and unit cell of a Pr6Ni2Si3 n
=2 and b Pr5Ni2Si3 n=3 showing the trigonal cells which form pris-
matic columnar assemblies. Note that in the case of Pr5Ni2Si3 there are
additional Ni atoms not shown here for the purposes of simplicity. These lie
at the corner of the rhombohedra containing the two trigonal prisms and
amount to one extra Ni atom per trigonal plane as shown in a.
TABLE I. The atomic positions and the distances of nearest neighbors from each type of Pr atom in Pr6Ni2Si3.
Type of Pr
atom Atomic position of nearest neighbor Distance Å
Type of Pr
atom Atomic position of nearest neighbor Distance Å
Corner atom
with 12
nearest
neighbor Pr
atoms
Two corner atoms on neighboring
columns 1/2 plane up
3.53 Edge atom
with ten
nearest
neighbor Pr
atoms
One corner atom on neighboring
column 1/2 plane up
3.70
Two corner atoms on neighboring
columns 1/2 plane down
3.53 One corner atom on neighboring
column 1/2 plane down
3.70
One edge atom on neighboring
columns 1/2 plane up
3.70 One edge atom on neighboring column
1/2 plane up
3.78
One edge atom on neighboring
columns 1/2 plane down
3.70 One edge atom on neighboring column
1/2 plane down
3.78
Two edge atoms in the same column
and plane
4.0 Two corner atoms in the same column
and plane
4.0
Two corner atoms on neighboring
columns in the same plane
4.85 Two edge atoms in the same column
and plane
3.64
One corner atom in the same
column, the next plane up
4.28 One edge atom in the same column,
the next plane up
4.28
One corner atom in the same
column, the next plane down
4.28 One edge atom in the same column,
the next plane down
4.28
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Since the effective magnetic field that each atom experiences
depends on the number of nearest neighbors for each site, the
effective magnetic field for each atomic site can be expressed
as
Eex
site
= − JNN
i,j
site
JiJj = m0Heff
site
= m0siteM , 3
where Heff
site is the exchange field for each site and site is the
mean field coefficient for each site. Assuming that the ex-
change field can be rewritten in the form Heff
site
=siteM, the
total magnetic moment per triangular base plane can be ex-
pressed as the vector sum of all the edge e and corner or
apex a moments in the base plane,
mtriangle = me + ma = 3m0BJm00H + Heffe kBT 
+ 3m0BJm00H + Heffa kBT  , 4
where me is the sum of magnetic moments of the three Pr
atoms located on the edges in the trigonal base plane, ma is
the sum of magnetic moments of the three Pr atoms located
on the corners in the trigonal base plane, and BJx is the
Brillouin function,
BJx = 2J + 12J 	coth 2J + 1x2J  −  12J	coth x2J	 .
5
B. Pr5Ni2Si3
Calculations for the Pr5Ni2Si3 compound have been per-
formed in two different ways based on two different assump-
tions: a collinear alignment and b noncollinear alignment
of magnetic moments. The calculation procedure for collin-
ear magnetic moments is analogous to that for the Pr6Ni2Si3
compound, although the structure of Pr5Ni2Si3 is more com-
plicated than Pr6Ni2Si3. The Pr atoms in the triangular base
plane of the columnar structure of Pr5Ni2Si3 n=3 com-
pound were classified into three groups, corner or apex a,
edge e, and center c depending on the number of nearest
neighbor Pr atoms.
For the purposes of calculation the arrangement of Pr
atoms in the crystal structure was transformed into an or-
thogonal coordinate system as shown in Fig. 4a, from
which the distances between various Pr atom pairs were cal-
culated. Pr atoms at the center sites of the triangular plane
have eight nearest neighbors, those along the edges of the
triangular plane have ten nearest neighbors, and those at the
corners of the triangular plane have 12 nearest neighbors.
This is shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. Figure 5 and Table II
show the atomic arrangement and distances of each type of
Pr atom from the nearest neighbors, respectively.
1. Collinear alignment
The exchange interaction energy is calculated from the
equation
FIG. 3. Color online Arrangement of nearest neighbor Pr atoms around a
edge and b corner atoms in Pr6Ni2Si3. Green and blue circles indicate
corner and edge Pr atoms, respectively.
FIG. 4. Color online a The projection of Pr atoms on the base plane in
the crystal structure of Pr5Ni2Si3 n=3 compound. The solid and open
circles indicate the Pr atoms in the successive array of planes, above and
below, the distance between which is half of the unit cell’s height along the
c axis. b Diagram of the trigonal base plane in Pr5Ni2Si3 showing three
types of Pr atoms—green, blue, and red circles indicate the corner, edge, and
center atoms, respectively.
FIG. 5. Color online Arrangement of nearest neighbor Pr atoms around the
a edge A, b edge B, c center, and d corner Pr atoms in Pr5Ni2Si3
n=3 compound. Green, blue, and red circles indicate corner, edge, and
center, Pr atoms, respectively.
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Eex = − 2JNN
i,j
JiJj cos i,j , 6
where  is the angle between magnetic moments at ith and
jth sites. The total exchange interaction energy per unit tri-
angular plane can be obtained using the measured Curie tem-
perature TC,
Eex
triangle
= 1JNN 
i,j
center atom
JiJj + 6JNN 
i,j
edge atom
JiJj
+ 3JNN 
i,j
corner atom
JiJj = 30kBTC. 7
Based on this equation the magnetization versus tem-
perature curve M vs T was calculated following the same
method as in the Pr6Ni2Si3 case. It should be noted that the
exchange energy for each atom depends on its location in the
triangular plane because of the different numbers of nearest
neighbors. This means that different Pr atoms in the triangu-
lar base plane will have their magnetic moments held in their
orientations with different energies depending on their loca-
tion in the plane.
2. Noncollinear alignment
The calculation for noncollinear magnetic moments is
significantly more complicated than for collinear moments.
In order to perform this calculation the Pr atoms in the lattice
need to be classified into four separate groups, although the
number of nearest neighbor Pr atoms per site remains the
same as for the collinear case. According to neutron diffrac-
tion data,8 the component of the magnetic moment of the
corner Pr atom along the c axis is 0.72B, which can be
interpreted to mean that the magnetic moments of the corner
atoms are tilted 78° away from the c axis. From this the
angles between the magnetic moments for each Pr site were
calculated and these were then included in the subsequent
calculation of the exchange interaction energy using Eq. 6
above.
Considering these noncollinear effects on the exchange
interaction energy, the edge atoms can be further classified
into two subgroups based on the fact that the angle between
magnetic moments of “edge-corner” atom pairs is different
than that of “edge-edge” atom pairs, and that “edge A” and
“edge B” atoms have different combinations of nearest
neighbor Pr atoms. For edge A type there are eight edge/
one center/one corner nearest neighbor atoms while for edge
B type there are six edge/one center/three corner nearest
neighbor atoms. Therefore for the noncollinear calculation
the contribution to total exchange energy for each atom is not
a simple linear function of the number of nearest neighbors
for each site, but a more complicated function of two vari-
ables, N the number of nearest neighbors and  the relative
angle of orientation between neighboring pairs. Figure 5 and
TABLE II. The atomic positions and the distances of nearest neighbors from each type of Pr atom in Pr5Ni2Si3.
Type of Pr atom
Atomic position of nearest
neighbor Distance Å Type of Pr atom
Atomic position of nearest
neighbor Distance Å
Corner atom
with 12
nearest
neighbor Pr
atoms
Two corner atoms on neighboring
columns 1/2 plane up
3.51 Center atom
with 8
nearest
neighbor Pr
atoms
Six edge atoms in the same column
and plane
3.82–3.88
Two corner atoms on neighboring
columns 1/2 plane down
3.51
One edge atom on neighboring
column 1/2 plane up
3.70 One center atom in the same column,
the next plane up
One edge atom on neighboring
column 1/2 plane down
3.70
Two edge atoms in the same
column and plane
4.05 One center atom in the same column,
the next plane down
Two corner atoms on neighboring
columns, in the same plane
4.84
One corner atom in the same
column, the next plane up
4.25 Edge B atom
with ten
nearest
neighbor Pr
atoms
One corner atom on neighboring
column 1/2 plane up
3.70
One corner atom in the same
column, the next plane down
4.25 One corner atom on neighboring
column 1/2 plane down
3.70
Edge A
atom with ten
nearest
neighbor Pr
atoms
Two edge atoms on neighboring
columns 1/2 plane up
3.80 One edge atom on neighboring
column 1/2 plane up
3.80
Two edge atoms on neighboring
columns 1/2 plane down
3.80 One edge atom on neighboring
column 1/2 plane down
3.80
One corner atom in the same
column and plane
4.05 Two edge atoms in the same column
and plane
3.63/4.07
Two edge atoms in the same column
and plane
3.63/4.05 One center atom in the same column
and plane
3.82
One center atom in the same
column and plane
3.88 One corner atom in the same column
and plane
4.05
One edge atom in the same
column, the next plane up
4.25 One edge atom in the same column,
the next plane up
4.25
One edge atom in the same
column, the next plane down
4.25 One edge atom in the same column,
the next plane down
4.25
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Table II were used to determine how many nearest neighbor
atoms should be used in the calculation. The total exchange
interaction energy per triangular base plane was then calcu-
lated as follows:
Eex
triangle
= Eex
center + Eex
edge A + Eex
edge B + Eex
corner
= 1JNN 
i,j
center atom
JiJj cos i,j
+ 3JNN 
i,j
edge A atom
JiJj cos i,j
+ 3JNN 
i,j
edge B atom
JiJjcos i,j
+ 3JNN 
i,j
corner atom
JiJjcos i,j = 30kBTC. 8
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Pr6Ni2Si3
The calculated magnetization versus temperature M vs
T curves for each type of Pr atom as well as the total result-
ant magnetic moment for Pr6Ni2Si3 are shown in Fig. 6. The
magnetization curve for each type of Pr atom in the triangu-
lar base plane has been presented in terms of normalized
magnetization compared with the total magnetization. The
calculated M vs T curve for each type of Pr atom is indicated
with green corner and blue edge symbols and the total
magnetization curve with black symbols. All curves show a
monotonic decrease of M with T over the entire range of
temperature and a Curie temperature of 40 K which is con-
sistent with the experimentally measured value. However,
the rate of decrease in magnetization with temperature is
different for each type of Pr atoms. Magnetization for edge
atoms decreases faster with temperature than for corner at-
oms. This is due to the difference in number of nearest
neighbor exchange interactions for the two different types of
Pr atom, ten for edge atoms and 12 for corner atoms, thus
making a difference in the exchange field Heff
site for the dif-
ferent atomic sites.
B. Pr5Ni2Si3
1. Collinear magnetic moments
The calculated magnetization versus temperature M vs
T curves for each of the different types of Pr atoms as well
as the total magnetic moments for Pr5Ni2Si3 compound have
been calculated using the same method as with the Pr6Ni2Si3
case, based on the assumption that all magnetic moments are
collinear. The calculated M vs T curves are shown in Fig. 7,
in which the red/blue/green symbols represent the contribu-
tions of center/edge/corner atoms to the magnetization, and
the black symbols represent the resultant total magnetization.
The results show a monotonic decrease of M with T over the
entire range of temperature. This is similar to that of the
Pr6Ni2Si3 compound. The calculated Curie temperature of
48 K is consistent with the experimentally measured value.
The rate of decrease in magnetization with temperature is
different for each of the different types of Pr atom, which is
due to the difference in the number of nearest neighbors for
each of the different types of Pr site leading to a difference in
the exchange field Heff
site for the different atomic sites
2. Noncollinear magnetic moments
The experimentally determined magnetization versus
temperature M vs T curves of Pr5Ni2Si3 single crystal are
shown in Figs. 8a and 8b, where M was measured a
FIG. 6. Color online Calculated M vs T curves using Brillouin functions
for the Pr6Ni2Si3 compound. Green and blue symbols represent the magne-
tization due to the Pr atoms at corner and edge sites, respectively. The black
symbols are the sum of these two contributions, which correspond to the
total magnetization.
FIG. 7. Color online Calculated M vs T curves using Brillouin functions
for the Pr5Ni2Si3 compound with collinear magnetic moments. Red/blue/
green symbols represent the magnetization due to the Pr atoms at the center/
edge/corner sites, respectively. The black symbols are the sum of these three
contributions, which correspond to the resultant total magnetization of this
compound.
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parallel and b perpendicular to the c axis using a supercon-
ducting quantum interference device SQUID
magnetometer.7 These magnetizations are shown in terms of
the net number of Bohr magnetons per Pr atom. The mag-
netic moment per Pr atom in the single ion state is 3.58 B.
In the condensed matter state the value of this moment is
likely to be different as indicated by preliminary experimen-
tal measurements using neutron diffraction.8 In fact it ap-
pears that the Pr atoms on each of the three different types of
lattice sites have different magnetic moments.
The fact that the maximum value of magnetization under
a field of 0H=5 T was 55% of expected saturation for the
component of magnetization parallel to the c axis M
c and
29% of expected saturation for the component of magnetiza-
tion perpendicular to the c axis Mc indicates that the values
of magnetization measured in both directions are not satu-
rated even at a field of 0H=5 T and that the easy axis may
be closer to the c axis than to the base plane. This can be
explained by considering the atomic arrangement of Pr at-
oms. In the case of a Pr atom at the corner site, the Pr atom
has 12 nearest neighbors as shown in Fig. 5d. This also
shows that the atomic arrangement of nearest neighbors
around the Pr atom at the corner site is not symmetric and
further suggests that the magnetic moments at the corner Pr
atoms will tend to be tilted away from the c axis.
These predictions are also consistent with the neutron
diffraction data which indicate that the component of mag-
netic moment along the c axis of the Pr atom at the corner
site is 0.72B. This could be interpreted to mean that the
magnetic moment of the corner atoms is tilted 78° away
from the c axis. Based on this the possible angles between
the magnetic moments for each site were calculated and
these were included in the calculation of the exchange inter-
action energy using Eq. 6.
The expected M vs T curves for each type of Pr atom
were calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 9a, which
predicts a consistent Curie temperature for all sites, which
agrees with the experimental results shown in Fig. 8. From
results of the calculated M vs T curves shown in Fig. 9a the
expected variation with temperature of the average angle of
magnetic moment relative to the c axis for each type of Pr
atom has been calculated and is shown in Fig. 9b.
When it comes to the experimentally measured Mc-T
curve shown in Fig. 8b, a local maximum in magnetization
was observed around 25 K under an applied magnetic field
of 1 T and the transition temperature where the local maxi-
mum occurred was lowered as the magnitude of the applied
magnetic field increased. According to the understanding
achieved in the present work this behavior is considered to
be due to the asymmetric exchange interactions at the corner
sites. Symmetry arguments show that the direction of the
component of magnetic moment of the corner atom in the
base plane should be along the direction of broken symmetry,
which is indicated for the different corner atoms in Fig. 10.
As a consequence, when the temperature decreases below a
critical temperature the spin reorientation temperature the
magnetic moments of the Pr atoms in the base plane reorient
in such a way that they partially cancel each other out, thus
reducing the component of resultant total magnetization in
the plane.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The variation of magnetization with temperature of
Pr6Ni2Si3 and Pr5Ni2Si3 single crystal alloys has been calcu-
lated using a nearest neighbor exchange interaction approxi-
mation. In Pr6Ni2Si3 two types of Pr atoms were classified,
“corner” and “edge,” based on the number of nearest neigh-
bors. In Pr5Ni2Si3 three types of Pr atoms were classified,
“corner,” “edge,” and “center,” based on the number of near-
est neighbors.
FIG. 8. Color online Variation of the magnetization of Pr5Ni2Si3 single
crystal with temperature, measured a parallel M
c and b perpendicular
Mc to the c axis under various strengths of applied magnetic field Ref. 7.
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Magnetization versus temperature M vs T curves for
each type of atom were calculated as well as the average
magnetization versus temperature M vs T curve for the
whole trigonal array. The calculations predicted Curie tem-
peratures of 40 K for Pr6Ni2Si3 and 48 K for Pr5Ni2Si3,
which are in agreement with experimental results, but with
different temperature dependences of magnetization for the
different types of Pr atoms on corner, edge, and center sites.
The results also showed that components of magnetic mo-
ments of Pr atoms at the corner sites have preferred orienta-
tion in the base plane with a sixfold symmetry. This sixfold
preferred orientation in the base plane causes the component
of magnetic moment in the base plane of each corner site to
be partially canceled by the base plane components of mag-
netic moment of the other corner atoms, so that the resultant
total magnetization was decreased. The critical temperature
at which this occurs causes the second, or spin reorientation,
transition to occur at about 25 K in Pr5Ni2Si3, which has
been observed experimentally.
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FIG. 9. Color online a Calculated M vs T curves for the Pr5Ni2Si3 com-
pound. Red/blue/cyan/green symbols represent the magnetization due to the
Pr atoms at the center/edgeA/edgeB/corner sites, respectively. The black
symbols are the sum of these four contributions, which correspond to the
total magnetization of this compound. b The expected variation with tem-
perature of the angle  relative to the c axis of magnetic moments for each
of the different types of Pr atom.
FIG. 10. Atomic arrangement of Pr atoms in the Pr5Ni2Si3 compound. The
arrows from the corner atoms indicate the direction in which the symmetry
of the exchange interaction at the corner atom is broken.
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